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Abus Primo 5510K/180 SR
Spiral Cable Lock incl. SR
Holder

Cena 79,00 zł

Cena poprzednia 199,99 zł

Dostępność
Dostępny (wysyłka 2-5

dni)

Numer katalogowy 50017860

Kod EAN 4003318614682

Opis produktu
 The ABUS Cable Lock Primo 5510K/180 incl. Snap Cage Holder from Abus with security level 3 of 15 offers a good protection
and is particularly suitable for parking spots where there is low risk of theft.

 The Primo 5510K spiral cable lock by ABUS is your answer if you are looking for a bike lock for your inexpensive bike or a
children's bike. When folded, the ABUS lock can be easily transported in the Snap Cage holder mounted on the bike. The 10
mm thick, super-flexible spiral cable offers good protection when securing the bike around a fixed object in regions or places
with a low risk of theft. It is recommended to use the Primo 5510K spiral cable lock as a secondary lock for additional bicycle
component security.

 Features - Abus Primo 5510K/180 black SR

 10 mm thick, high-quality and super-flexible spiral cable.
 Plastic sheathing to protect against paint damage
 Snap cage bracket for universal mounting
 Good protection with low risk of theft
 Recommended for protecting inexpensive two-wheelers and children's bikes
 Compact transport size combined with extremely versatile length
 Ideal as a secondary lock for securing components
 Easy to use

 Product features

 Safety level: 3
 Holder: SR Snap Cage
 Locking type: Reversible key
 Length: 180cm

 Color

 black

 Weight

 508g (manufacturer information)
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 Scope of delivery

 1 Abus Primo 5510K/180 SR Spiral Cable Lock
 2 Abus keys
 1 Abus Snap Cage Holder

 Technology
 ABUS Level SystemBicycle locks can have very different requirements. The two main aspects are the bike and the location
where you want to lock it. But also the weight of the lock plays a role – a lock on the road must not be too heavy, unlike a lock
for home. The ABUS Level System is a transparent system that reflects the security level of the lock. The scale – shown as a
speedometer – reaches up to level 15 for bicycle locks, making it easier to find the right lock for you and your bike!
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